**DAIRY DIAPHRAGMS**

- Enhanced shelf life of product
- Lower bacteria count
- No more unglued crevices
  - More sanitary
  - Less cost
  - Longer life
- Better cleanability
- Better autoclaving
- FDA & 3A certified

**MADE OF COMPOUNDS VALIDATED IN THE DAIRY INDUSTRY**

**NEWMAN SANITARY GASKET COMPANY**

P.O. Box 222, Lebanon, Ohio 45036 • Telephone: 513.932.7379 • Fax: 513.932.4493
www.newmangasket.com • e-mail: customer@newmangasket.com

**PRODUCTS OF INTEGRITY...FROM PEOPLE OF INTEGRITY**
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Newman Sanitary Gasket Company has a wide range of gaskets, O-rings, screen gaskets, extrusion profiles, and cord stock available for the Dairy processing industry. All made from compounds validated for use in the Dairy industry.

**OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS**

**Q&I Line Gaskets**
- Available in all compounds
- Schedule 5

**Bevel Seat Gaskets**
- Standard 45° C.I.P.
- Teflon® - standard & heavy duty
- Flat style

**Clamp Gaskets**
- Standard
- Flanged
- Teflon® Envelope

**Tank Gaskets**
- For all tanks, single and double flanged styles.
- Sight glass gaskets.

**Sock Screen Gaskets**
For plant intake and bulk tank applications. Speeds unloading and reduces cost.

**“O”-Rings**
For popular centrifugal and positive displacement pumps and equipment. All standard sizes available. The largest inventory of FDA compliant “O”-Rings in North America.

**Extrusions and Cord Stock**
Newman has a wide selection of profiles and cord stock available to purchase by the foot or to an exact size per the customer specifications.

**Screen Gaskets & Orifice Plates**
Made with FDA compliant compounds validated for the Dairy industry with 316 stainless steel wire mesh and 316L stainless steel discs.

**Sock Screen Gaskets**
For plant intake and bulk tank applications. Speeds unloading and reduces cost.
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